WHAT IS JOURNEY
TO TEACH ABROAD?
J2 is a teach abroad program that
guarantees a teaching job with one of our
vetted and trusted education agencies in
Thailand.
We give you the confidence for living in
Thailand and teaching in the classroom.
We recommend the best fitting TEFL
course and guarantee a customized
teaching job and make the process from
signing up to the 1st day of class abroad
seamless and stress-free.

EXPLORE
THE
UNFAMILIAR

WHY J2
1) Guaranteed teaching job: Customize
your teaching experience by choosing
your desired location and classroom age.
Get placed in one of our trusted schools
and agencies abroad.
2) Thailand specific: we know the ins and
outs of the land of smiles. Be prepared by
the J2 team experts on what life will be
like in and out of the classroom.
3. 365 support: Have access to the J2 team
throughout your entire experience. We're
here to answer all of your questions and
concerns, and ensure you have a journey
of a lifetime.

GET TEFL
CERTIFIED
A TEFL certification provides
eligibility to teach anywhere in the
World- from Peru to Japan. Currently,
the process to become certified is
extremely unclear and chaotic. There
are many unanswered questions and
minimal guidance.
At J2, we simplify the process ––from
TEFL certification (recommending a
course that's the best fitting) to job
placement–– and turn your stress into
excitement.

OUR VALUES
1) Adventure: Most people will never cross
this out on their bucket list.
2. Get Paid: Make money to teach and
travel to stunning places.
3. Bond: Be forever bonded in a
community that only teachers abroad
belong to.
4) Inspire: Teach kids ages 5-18 who want
to learn, making it extremely fun and
rewarding.
5) Acquire: Become confident in
discovering things for yourself.

WHAT TO DO THAILAND
BANGKOK
An international city that blends the
old Thailand with the new. Shop for
hours and explore the nightlife
CHIANG MAI
The Northern capital has a little of
everything. Explore the ancient
temples & play with elephants
THAI ISLANDS
Watch the sunset from one of many
paradise islands. Snorkel, scuba, and
celebrate the full moon
NATIONAL PARKS
Hike through dense rain forests and
cool off at majestic waterfalls. Spend a
night tents under the stars

HOLIDAYS
The Thai new year (SongKran) is the biggest
water festival in the world. Hit the streets
with a water gun and get drenched. Be
blessed with flowers & gifts on teacher
appreciation day

FOOD
Discover the night markets and
experiment with the various types of food.
Fan favorites are mango sticky rice, and of
course, Pad Thai

THAILAND

SELFDISCOVERY
Learn more about
yourself than you could
have imagined.
Feel alive and healthy
and find yourself smiling
all the time.
Acquire valuable skills
and become confident
in discovering things for
yourself.

BONDING
Be forever bonded in a
community that only
people who teach
abroad belong to.
Relationships mean
everything to J2!

RELATIONSHIPS

Your experience is
rooted in human
connection. We make
sure that you will have a
squad of life-minded
friends throughout your
entire journey.

LIFE-LONG
MEMORIES

SALARY
GUIDE
Monthly Teaching Salary:
$1000
Rent: $200 for a studio
apartment including own
bathroom, water, electricity,
and air conditioning.
Food: $2 a meal at local
restaurants and markets. You
can cook in your apartment
with a hot plate. Food in
bigger cities like BKK are
more expensive, especially for
western food. Pizza is $9
Transportation: walking to
school is free. Public bus/Van$0.25-$0.50. Monthly BTS
Subway- around $6. A flight
from BKK to Chiang Mai is
$35-$50
Phone: $18 for unlimited
monthly internet data
Fun: Movies are $7. A large
beer is $2

TEACHER
HEATHER'S
GUIDE:

"Teachers are paid very
well––my $1,000 monthly
salary was more than
enough to cover the cost of
living, which was $200 a
month for rent and $2-3 for
each meal. I also tutored on
the side to make extra
money, which gave me even
more money to explore the
entire country. Naturally, I
did it all. I went diving,
attended a music festival,
and stumbled upon
incredible towns that were
too under the radar for Trip
Advisor or Travel + Leisure."

